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Transmission Fluid Change
You should use a mixture of 60% MTL /40% ML-90 manual transmission fluid to have the right viscosity. ...
2008 8:11 pm Car: 2008 Nissan Altima ... we have can change ...2008 Nissan Altima- Do it yourself CVT
Transmission fluid change... Peter L. Loading... Unsubscribe from Peter L? ... 2008 Nissan Altima | Oil,
Transmission Fluid Change - Duration: 8:07.Skinny dude replaces the tranny fluid on his 6 speed Nissan Altima
"Cipher" Kevin MacLeod (incompetech.com) "Happy Bee" Kevin MacLeod (incompetech.com) Licensed under
Creative Commons: By ...Nissan Altima 2.5L 2008, Eco ATF™ 1 Quart Automatic Transmission Fluid Case by
Eneos®. 6 Pieces. ENEOS ECO ATF is a fuel efficient, low viscosity automatic transmission fluid that meets
many of the ATF needs for Toyota, Honda, Nissan,...2008 altima 2.5 w/ CVT transmission., the transmission
was serviced 2mo. ago ( fluid change approx. $200.00. at a nissan dealership the car has 46,700 miles. The
transmissin acts as if it is is manual …2008 Altima 2.5S CVT Fluid Drain and Fill I used this 07-08: How to
Change Your CVT Transmission Fluid (Drain/Refill) - my6thgen.org - Maxima Forum procedure for the
Maxima and a next-to-useless Haynes manual as references.Manual Transmission Fluid Change Cost The
average cost for a Nissan Altima manual transmission fluid change is between $67 and $117. Labor costs are
estimated between $35 and $45 while parts are priced between $32 and $72.Nissan Forums : Nissan Forum >
Nissanclub.com Nissan - Infiniti Enthusiast Forums > NISSAN ALTIMA FORUMS > 2002-2006 Nissan
Altima Forums > 2002-2006 Nissan Altima Discussion (2.5 & 3.5) > Manual Transmission oil changeI have a
2006 Nissan Altima with just over 141,000 miles on it. I bought the car 2 years ago and had the oil change, but
forgot to ask for the transmission fluid to be changed.hope this works for you. 350z, 3.5 altima coupe - should
be very similar This tutorial will demonstrate changing the Nissan 350Z's manual transmission fluid. The
procedure is fairly easy and not any more difficult than an engine oil change. However, it is very messy and care
should be taken to keep the mess confined to the spill bucket and off ...My repair manual on my 2008 Nissan
Altima states to drain your transmission oil completely. I can't find the drain plug anywhere. Where is it
located? I hope that I don't have to drop the transmission oil pan to do this. I have crawled under the car with
good lighting and do not see any type of drain plug.2008 SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE GUIDE Nissan,
the Nissan logo, and Nissan model names are Nissan trademarks. ... your Warranty Information Booklet and
Owner’s Manual ...Transmission Fluid Change Cost The average cost for a Nissan Altima transmission fluid
change is between $77 and $89. Labor costs are estimated between $44 and $56 while parts are priced at
$33.The 2008 Nissan Altima has 30 problems reported for transmission failure. ... I had been to Nissan to refill
the transmission fluid last year and had come for an oil change some time back in 2016 ...2008 ALTIMA
QUICK REFERENCE ... the N (Neutral) position (manual transmission) and apply the parking brake . ... To
signal a lane change, move the headlight control ...Nissan Altima Automatic CVT Transmission with Jatco
JF010E Transmission 2008, Automatic Transmission Manual Shaft Repair Sleeve by National®. Flanged
Outside Diameter: 0.787". This part is manufactured by one of the most trusted names...2008 Nissan Altima
transmission problems with 69 complaints from Altima owners. ... 2009 Nissan Murano Recall Issued For Brake
Fluid Problems ... Nissan Fails in Motion to Dismiss Altima ...Your Altima uses a CVT transmission, that’s a
different type of transmission than the “normal” automatics, that’s why it needs another type of fluid. For the
“Nissan specific” part… 99.9% of the times you’ll find the same exact fluid under another brand (Castrol,
Mobil1, Valvoline, etc) for less, the fluid being “Nissan” is ...2008 NISSAN/DATSUN ALTIMA Transmission
Fluid. Using a properly formulated transmission fluid for your NISSAN/DATSUN ALTIMA can protect your
vehicle from costly problems down the road. AMSOIL transmission fluids offer the best protection for your
ALTIMA, even in the most severe driving conditions.Before scheduling a transmission flush, check your
manufacturer’s manual to read the recommendations. Most vehicles require a flush after 30,000 miles, which
means that it should never be done prior to hitting that number. Proper maintenance will ensure your Nissan
drives optimally for many years to come. If you suspect you need a ...If the transmission fluid level on your

Altima is low, you need to add fluid through the dipstick tube. Nissan has been developed sophisticated
transmissions through years and it is critical that you add the exact type of transmission fluid stipulated by your
owner's manual (typically in the back of the manual in a section titled Fluid ...06 Nissan Altima ser manual
tranny fluid change Just wondering if anybody has done a maual transmission fluid change in the Altima SER 6
speed maunal. AND my friend has an 06 Altima SE that has 78K on it- we want to do plugs but are stuck on
how to do the rear without removing the throttle body.NissanPartsDeal.com offers the lowest prices for genuine
2008 Nissan Altima Coupe parts. Parts like Auto Transmission,Transaxle & Fitting are shipped directly from
authorized Nissan dealers and backed by the manufacturer's warranty. Parts fit for the following vehicle options.
Engine: 4 Cyl 2.5L, 6 Cyl 3.5L. Trim: S, SE, SR./ do I need to service the transmission ... 2013 at 01:52 PM
about the 2008 Nissan Altima Coupe 2.5 S ... You should flush and change transmission fluid on a cvt at ...350Z
and G35 manual transmission fluid change. ... It will damage the synchros in the Nissan transmission. You need
GL4 fluid. Most fluid you buy at autoparts stores ...nissan altima 2.5 sl: hi roy i have a nissan altima 2008 hi roy
i have a nissan altima 2008 2.5 sl sedan and there the problem, i have change my transmission and i just got one
from usa and the problem is the car now is stuck in the first gear and won't shi …The 2008 Nissan Altima base
model was designed with a 2.5-liter four-cylinder engine and a constant velocity transmission (CVT). The CVT
is designed to constantly change gear ratios during driving, essentially making the process of shifting a thing of
the past.Follow these steps to add transmission fluid in a 2008 Nissan Altima S 2.5L 4 Cyl. Sedan (4 Door).
Complete video instructions to add transmission fluid to a 2008 Nissan Altima S 2.5L 4 Cyl. Sedan (4 Door).
When and how to check fluid level (engine should be running)Ebook Pdf 2008 Nissan Altima Manual
Transmission Fluid Change contains important information and a detailed explanation about Ebook Pdf 2008
Nissan Altima Manual Transmission Fluid Change, its contents of the package, names of things and what they
do, setup, and operation. Before using this unit, we are encouragesThe Service Manual for my 2008 Coupe lists
replacing the transmission fluid as part of the "Premium" maintenance at 30,000 miles. Replacing the
transmission fluid isn't listed at any mileage for the "Schedule 1" and "Schedule 2" maintenance intervals.How
to Change Automatic Transmission Fluid in a Nissan Altima. Drain the Old Transmission Fluid and Filter. Park
the car on level ground. Raise and level it securely with ramps or jacks. Remove the filler dipstick from beneath
the hood and replace it with a funnel. Place a drain pan beneath the transmission fluid pan.How to Change Your
CVT Transmission Fluid (Drain & Refill) Where To Order Genuine Transmission Fluid? Transmission Fluid
Flush vs Drain & Refill; Additional Information From 2007 & 2008 Nissan Service Manual’s 30,000 MILES
OR 24 MONTHS _ Replace engine oil and filter _ Lubricate all locks/hinges _ Replace automatic
transmission/CVT fluidRegister Log In Home Forums Mechanical/Maintenance Forum 2008 Nissan Sentra
CVT fluid change? ... Altima checked by a Nissan dealer when it was in for service a ...As I bought this car as
used, I would have liked to change the eCVT transmission fluid as it has 44000 miles on it, I have read the
maintenance book, and it says that the fluid is very specific for this car and have to use nissan genuine Matic W,
which the dealer in our area does not have.2008 Nissan Altima Transmission OEM 119K Miles
(LKQ~189695135) ... Manual Transmission 2007-2013 Nissan Altima 2.5L 4 Cylinder 543825 See more like
this.JF010/11E CVT MANUAL 2015 1 Description of Operation Fluid Type and Capacity Chrysler - Mopar
CVTF+4 Nissan - CVT Fluid NS-2 Fluid and Filter 14.8 pts. (7.0L) Overhauled 17.1 pts. (8.1L) The JF011E
(Chrysler) and the RE0F10A (Nissan) are very similar and will be covered in this manual.2008 Nissan Altima
Manual Transmission Preparing the books to read every day is enjoyable for many people. However, there are
still many people who also don't like reading.The CVT in our '08 Altima started squealing/squeaking at around
60K miles. The transaxle was replaced under warranty. At about 120K miles, the replacement started making
the same noise. A fluid and filter change made the noise go away. Have you serviced the transaxle yet?

